Next Practice Pilots

Teaching Lab
Teaching Lab provides services, tools as well as information and inspiration for designing future-proof education.
What do we do?

We want to help professors and teachers to develop teaching to the next level by sharing innovative methods and ideas on how to integrate partnerships to education and how to equip students with future competences – to become Game Changers, who can navigate in the ever-changing and complex work life.

www.aalto.fi/teachinglab
Next practice pilots

The call for next practice pilots is now open. Teachers, departments and/or schools are invited to submit pilot proposals for courses that aim to enhance students’ work-life capabilities.

The best proposals will receive up to \textcolor{red}{10,000 euro} funding support for initiation and piloting; ongoing costs will need be covered from normal budgets or other sources once the course is up and running.
Educating game changers is at the heart of teaching at Aalto University. Building students’ work-life capabilities is one of Aalto’s key strategic priorities, and real-life project courses are one key way to enhance these capabilities. Collaboration with work-life enhances learning results, as students can apply the knowledge they have learned and gain useful experiences. Companies, on the other hand, can also benefit from meaningful university collaboration.
How to apply?

Teachers, departments, and schools are now encouraged to apply for funding for pilot courses that enhance work-life capabilities. The proposed courses should include at least one of the following components:

- focus on challenge-based learning on real-life problem/s, typically in a project format
- include an integrated collaborative component with one or more external partners, i.e. companies, public organizations, or NGOs
- build important work-life capabilities holistically
- be ideally (but not necessarily) multidisciplinary
- the proposed idea can concern development of an existing course or a brand-new course, several courses jointly, or a whole major or minor

You can apply pilot funding both for completely new and significantly renewed existing courses.

Link to application:

Deadline 28th March at noon
Learning Challenge Aalto is one of Aalto University’s four joint strategic development initiatives in the area of teaching and learning.

Teaching Lab is the experimentation platform for designing future-proof education.
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